Akira FUJIKI* Using the results of our previous papers [5] [8] [9] we shall construct the coarse moduli space for non-uniruled polarized compact Kahler manifolds as a separated complex space.
-*S 9 co') is an S-isomorphism ^: 3£->3£
r of complex spaces such that =& in (1.2) We denote by 9JI the set of isomorphism classes of polarized compact Kahler manifolds. For the simplicity of notation, however s we usually write (X, cy)e2Jt, identifying a polarized compact Kahler manifold (X 9 CD) with its isomorphism class. Let (/: 3£-+S 9 &) be a polarized family of compact Kahler manifolds. Then for each s&S (X s , a> s ) is a polarized compact Kahler manifold. Thus associating with each s^S the isomorphism class of (X S9 co s ) we obtain a natural map p(f 9 oj): \ S \ -> 3JI where | S \ denotes the underlying topological space of S. We call p(f, co) the canonical map associated with (/, CD).
The canonical topology of 50i is by definition the finest topology for which P(f> ™) i § continuous for any polarized family (/, co) as above; thus a subset
E7£3Ji is open if and only if p(f 9 &)~~\U) is open in |5| for any (/, to).
(
1.3) Let (/: 2£-*S, co) be a polarized family of compact Kahler manifolds, Let v: T-*S be any morphism of complex spaces. We shall then define the pull-back (f T9 CO T ) of (/, co) by v. Let f T : 3£x s T-*T be the induced morphism, Set CO T =V*CO, where v*co is considered as an element of F(T 9 R 2 f T *R) via the natural isomorphism v*R 2 f%R^I&f T *R.
Then the pair (/ r , CO T ) is again a polarized family of compact Kahler manifolds; indeed 5 (1) is clear and (2) follows from the naturality of rj f (cf. (2.3) below). We call (f T9 CO T ) the pullback of (/, co) by v.
Let SS9JI be a subset. Then a polarized family (/, co) as above is said to be a (polarized) ^-family if p(/ 3 S) (|^|)C §. It is clear that if (/, co) is an ^-family, then (f T9 CO T ) also is an ^-family.
Let An be the category of complex spaces. Then with the definition of the pull-back as above, for any subset §C50l we define the contravariant functor £F : An -> Sets of An into the category of sets by £F(S)=the set of isomorphism classes of polarized ^-families (/: 3£-^>S, co) parametrized by S.
Definition* Let §£ 2JI be a subset. Then the coarse ^-moduli space is a pair (F 9 V) consisting of a complex space F and a morphism of functors ^: EF-^h F : =Hom( , F) of 3" into the representable functor h F such that 1) the underlying topological space of F is canonically homeomorphic to % where the topology of % is induced from the canonical topology of 3J1, and 2) for any complex space F l and a morphism of functors ^i £F-»/z Fi :=Hom( , F x ) there exists a unique morphism T: F-^F l of complex spaces such that ^1=h r^, Note that the canonicity in 1) means that the natural map %-^F denned by V is homeomorphic.
(1.4) Let X be a compact complex manifold. X is said to be uniruled if there exist a compact complex manifold Y, a holomorphic vector bundle E of rank 2 on Y and a generically surjective meromorphic map TU: P(E)->X which is not factored by the projection P(E) -> Y, where P(E) is the projective bundle associated to E (cf. [8] ). Then our main result is stated as follows.
Theorem, Let $t = {(X 9 cy)e3K; X is not uniruled}. Then the coarsê -moduli space (A, ir) exists. Remark 1. Actually, in the course of the proof we specify a subset S3S9JI containing SI such that the coarse 33-rnoduli space (B, T/T B ) exists except that B is not separated (cf. Theorem 2).
Our proof of theorem follows in main line the method of NarasimhanSimha [24] in which they have shown the existence of the coarse Si-moduli space (in the reduced category), where $t = {(X, &>)e3Jt: <w = -c?(X)}, cf(X) being the real first chern class of X.
The arrangement of this paper is as follows. Section 2 is preliminary. In Section 3 we give a kahlerian analogue of the separation criterion of Matsusaka-Mumford [22] essentially proved in [9] . Let Z={(X, w)e5K; Aut 0 X is a complex torus}. Then in Section 4 we show the cohomological flatness of the relative tangent sheaf for any polarized IE-family (Theorem 1). We construct the local modular family for any (X, <a) in Z and study the local structure of Z in Section 5. Then in Section 6 we define the subspace S3£3J1 and prove Theorem 2 mentioned above using the results of Section 5. Together with the main result of [8] the proof of Theorem is immediate fiom Theorem 2 (Section 7). Finally in Section 8 9 as concrete examples we shall give an explicit description of the moduli spaces for complex tori and K3 surfaces by summarizing the known results in these cases.
The results of this paper were announced in [7] in a somewhat weaker form. In the subsequent paper [12] we shall construct the coarse moduli space for non-uniruled polarized algebraic manifolds as a separated algebraic space.
Our thanks is due to the referee for a simplification of the proof of Proposition 5. §2, Preliminaries (2.1) a) Let S be a complex space. Let G-*S be a morphism of complex spaces. Then G Is called a complex Lie group over S if there exist S-morphisms (jX s G->(j, G-+G, S->G defining relative multiplication, inversion, and the identity section respectively satisfying the usual axioms (cf. [23 3 Def. 0.1] or [10, §1] Here a compact complex manifold X is said to be ruled if there exist a compact complex manifold Y and a holomorphic vector bundle E on Y of rank ^2 such that X is bimeromorphic to the associated projective bundle P(E).
Before the proof we first derive from this proposition the following: morphic D-map 9: 3Si->3?2 which is isomorphic over D'=D-{0} 3 but not isomorphic over the whole D (cf. [10] induces a similar homomorphism G}g-*G^* 1 (still denoted by ~S) with respect to the natural homomorphism r°: G^-^G^. This then gives rise to the "formal Dolbeault complex"
A which turns out to be a fine resolution of O%>\ this is indeed a special case of the formal Dolbeault lemma proved by Bingener [31] and the author [13] independently. As a consequence of this we note the following:
induced by r' is injectivefor any #2^0. Proof. First we note that ft is written in the form fi=<p/\di for some C°°( 0, l)-form <p on 3£. Indeed., from the local consideration it is clear that we may write ft=<p 1 /\df for some <p 1^F (X, <S Q c^/6^df) in the obvious sense and then it suffices to take <p to be any lift of 9^ with respect to the natural surjection r(X 9 e"£)-+r(X 9 G^IG%df). Similar remark applies also to any C°°( 0, #)-form ^, q^l, with df/\^/r=0 and will be used without further mention. Now we shall show by induction on 72^1 the following statement: (*) n , There exist C°° (0, l)-forms a n , <p n on 3£ such that ft is written in the form ft = t n 'd<p n +da n and that a n+1 = a n mod $ n+l . First of all, when n=l, we have only to take <PI=<P and a l =-<pf. Suppose next that (*) ft are proved for any l^k^n. Then dj3=nf n~1 df/\d<p n =0, which implies that 9<p n =i/r n /\di for some C°° (0, l)-form V^» on 3?. Then we have Hence a n+1 :=a n -l/(n-^l)r +1^n and 9 n+1 : = ll(n+iy^9 satisfy (*) w+1 . Thus (*) B are true for all n^l. Now &\ = {a n } determines an element of r(X 0 , S°^) with "8a=/ §, where ft is the natural image of ft in r(X 09 S°^). The lemma thus follows from Lemma 2.
q.e.d.
Proof of Proposition 5.
We have to show that Q is represented by a Kahler form. By Lemma 1 there exists a real d-closed C°° 2-form ^ representing @ such that when restricted to each fiber it is a Kahler form and hence in particular of type (1, 1 Moreover in this case/*£F is free in a neighborhood of s. Further, when S is reduced, 3 is cohomologically flat at s if and only if d(s):=dim H°(X S9 3j^3) 9 s^S, is constant in a neighborhood of s (cf. [1, Th. 4.12] ). We say that 3 is cohomologically flat with respect to f if so is 3 at any point of S. Clearly, if £F is cohomologically flat with respect to /, then £*£? is cohomologically flat with respect to f T , where v is as in i) above. Now the purpose of this section is to prove the following: [11] , where a gap in the argument in [5] is filled.) On the other hand, since S is an Artin space, Aut S has the natural structure of a linear algebraic group, e.g., as a closed subgroup of GL(A) 9 where A:=0 S , 0 is considered a finite dimensional C7-vector space. Then by [6, Lemma 2.4] , with respect to these meromorphic Lie group structures /* is a meromorphic homomorphism. In particular the image G of/* Is a linear algebraic subgroup of Aut S. Moreover by the standard arguments we see readily that for any algebraic compactification G* of G 9 w extends to a meromorphic map w* : G*->E, It follows then that w is a constant map since E is a complex torus and G is linear algebraic (cf. [6, Lemma 3.8]).
q.e.d. Thus it suffices to check that h, and hence h also, is an automorphism. (N n ) , where N n is the kernel off n \Aut^£ M -By definition N n is just the group of automorphisms of 3£ n over S n inducing those of Aut 0 X on X, or in other words, the group of holomorphic sections of a n : Aut Q 3£JS n -^S n . Thus for any a^Aut 0 X if we take a local holomorphic section v of N n -^>Aut 0 X defined in a neighborhood V of a, v defines a holomorphic family of sections of a n parametrized by VSiAut 0 X =(Aut 0 jE' B /S' B X, which in turn gives an ^-isomorphism of a neighborhood of a in Aut Q 3£JS n to S n X V. Thus a n is smooth.
q.e.d. We first prove a lemma. Let (X, CD) be a polarized compact Kahler manifold in general Let (/: 3?->r, <S) 9 (X 09 ® e )=(X, &\ o^T, be the Kuranishi family of (X, o>) (cf. Remark 6 in §5). Let r { : TxT-*T be the projection to the f-th factor. Let (/> 3?,->7*xr, #/), /=!, 2, be the pull-back of (/, o>) via r f -. Let 7=Isom rxr ((3Ei, Sj), (3f 2 , & 2 )) and let r: /-»Tx T be the natural morphism. Let / be the connected component of / containing Aut 0 JT with respect to the natural identification of Aut(X, cy) with /( 00 ). Let Q=r(J)- The above proof actually works also for the Kuranishi family itself (not necessarily polarized). Indeed, the proof depends only on the fact that TJ is proper and the corresponding fact can be proved by a method similar to Proposition 2 using the C°° extension theorem of Kahler metrics due to Kodaira-Spencer [18] . §5 0 Local Modular Family In this section we shall construct the local modular family for a polarized compact Kahler manifold with AutoZ a complex torus and give some of its basic properties. Definition. Let (/: 3C-+S, 6>) be a polarized family of compact Kahler manifolds. Let s&S. Then we say that (/, fi>) is locally complete at s if for any polarized deformation (/' : 3£"-*S", &'), (X' 3 , 9 S{/)=(*,> S 5 ), s'tES', of (X s , S s ) there exists a morphism T: S'-*S 9 r(s')=s, such that (/', o>') is isomorphic to the pull-back (/ s /, S 5 /) of (/, &>) to 5". If, further, r is unique for any (/', &') as above, we say that (/, S), considered as a polarized deformation of (X s , <3 S ), is the local modular family of (Jf s , <3 S ). In this case r is called the universal map associated to (/', &'). Then we claim that (/, &) thus obtained is 1) a polarized deformation of (X 9 o>) 9 2) locally complete at any point of s in a neighborhood of o, and finally, 3) the local modular family of (X 9 o>).
Proposition 8* For any polarized compact Kahler manifold (X, cy) such that Aut Q X is a complex torus its local modular family (/: 3£-*S, 3), (X 0 , o} 0 ) =(X, o)\ o^S, exists. Moreover it is locally complete at every point in a neigh

1) By our construction (/, &) clearly satisfies the condition (2) of Definition in (1.1). Thus it suffices to show that o) s is a Kahler class on X s for any s^S in a neighborhood of o. Let n: S-*S Ted be a resolution of S ied . Let (/: 3C-+S, o>) be the pull-back of (/, CD) to S. Then (/, &) satisfies the condition 1) of Lemma 1 at each point of n~\o). Hence by that lemma &$ is a Kahler class on X$ for any s in a neighborhood of n~\o). It follows that & s is a Kahler class for any s in a neighborhood of o.
2) Let (/': 3£'-+S' 9 S'), (X',,, ®J=(X, 9 5 5 ) 9 j'eS', be any polarized deformation of (JSr s , S s ). By virtue of the local completeness of the original Kuranishi family /i (if s is sufficiently near to o) we get a versal map r: *S"->*S f induced by/': Sf-^' considered as a deformation of X' s *= X s with the differential T% unique when s=o. Then since ?7 / /(S / )=0, by (2.3) we conclude that r actually factors through S^S^ It is then immediate to see that the pullback (/ s /, S s /) of (/, S) to 5' is isomorphic to (/', to').
3) Finally in case s=o the uniqueness of r above follows from the cohomological flatness of O^/s shown in Theorem 1 by (completely the same argument as) Wavrik [29] or Palamodov [25] .
q.e.d
Remark 6. In the general case (i.e., the case where Aut 0 X is not necessarily a complex torus) (/, CD) defined above is not necessarily the local modular family (cf. [29] [25]). However, in view of the properties 1) and 2) proved above we shall call it the (polarized) Kuranishi family of (X, CD). 
Lemma 8* Take S sufficiently small so that (/, CD) is locally complete at any point of S. Then the canonical map p=p(f, CD): |*S|->3Jl is an open map so that the image S:=p(\S\) is an open neighborhood of(X 9 CD) in 2JI.
Proof. Let 
JT, G>)-*H(X, cy) is the quotient homomorphism and where h=d(h).
On the other hand, the quotient space S/H admits a natural complex space structure so that the quotient map n: S-+S/H is a morphism of complex spaces. Then the canonical map p(/ 3 o>) : | S \ -» S obviously factors as
In the next section we shall show that p is homeomorphic under a suitable assumption on (X, cy). §6. Definition and the Analytic Structure of §3 (6.1) Let (Jf, cy) be a polarized compact Kahler manifold such that is a complex torus. Let (/: 3C->S, a>), (X 0 , 3> 0 )=(X, <y) 5 o^S, be the local modular family of (X, cy). Let p { : SxS->S, i=l 9 2, be the projection to the i-th factor. Let (/>. ^-+8x8, S f -) be the pull-back of (/, cy) via /?,.. Set I =Isom sxs ((jEi, cl^), (3£ 2 , 5 2 ) ). Let ri I-^SxS be the natural morphism. r is up to isomorphism uniquely determined by (X, cy) as a germ over (o, o) ^SxS. By the definition we have the natural identification I( 0t0 )=Aut(X 9 cy). Using / we shall define the subset S3 of 3Ji as follows.
Definition. S3={(!", cy)e2Ji; r is proper over SxS in a neighborhood of (0,0)}. From the last relation we get
In particular if (X, cy)e33, Aut(T, cy) is compact and
Corollary-p : \ S/H \ -> S is homeomorphic.
In view of Lemma 10 , in what follows we consider R as a complex subspace (not necessarily reduced) of SxS by the equality R=\J k R k . Then r induces a morphism I->R of complex space (which will still be denoted by r). Then r is factored as where the first arrow is given by ]\_ h r h and T\R H is the natural inclusion R h -> R. Note that p { r : R->S is a finite unramified covering.
(6.3) We can now define a complex space structure on S (not necessarily reduced) by transplanting that of S/H via the homeomorphism p: \S/H\-*>S. We want to see that at any (X r , o>')^S this complex structure on S is canonically isomorphic to the one which is defined as above starting from the local modular family of (X' 9 (*>'). For this purpose we first note the following fact which is easily seen from our construction. In view of this remark our remaining task is to show the next proposition which is indeed a special case of a theorem of Palamodov (cf. [26, 7°] ). Since his proof is rather involved (using his own construction of the Kuranishi family), we shall give a simpler proof in our special case.
Proposition 9. For any s^S which is sufficiently near to o^S, (/, 5) gives the local modular family for (X S9 <3 S ) also.
Proof. Take S small so that (/, &) is locally complete at any point of S and that (X S9 S s )eS3 for any s^S.
Fix any s^S.
be the local modular family for (X S9 3> s ). Let r: (S, s)-*(S' 9 o') be the universal map obtained by considering (/, o>) as a deformation of (X s , & s ). Let T'I (S', o')->(S, s)
be a versal map induced by the local completeness of (/, 5)) at s. By the modularity of (/', &') 9 TT' is the identity of *S" at o'. In particular T is surjective.
Thus it suffices to show that T is an embedding, which in turn would follow if we show that the natural inclusion J s £(rxr)~1 In what follows when we speak of the local modular family (/: 3£-*S, o>) we always assume that the condition of the above proposition is satisfied for any s&S. Then we define a complex space structure on S by transplanting the natural one on S/H via p so that p(f 9 <3) is induced from a morphism of complex spaces S-*S, which we shall still denote by p(f 9 5). By Proposition 9 together with a remark just before that proposition it follows that for each (X' 9 a)')^S the complex space structure of S in a neighborhood of (X' 9 &') by the above procedure is canonically isomorphic to the complex space structure on S just obtained. Since S3 is covered by open subsets of the form p(f 9 &) (\ S \) with varying (X 9 a>) and (/> <fi) 9 it follows readily that we get a global complex space structure on S3 in this way. Let B be the resulting complex space (not necessarily separated).
ii iii) We show that the pair (B 9 •$) is the desired coarse S3-moduli space. Let B 1 be any complex space with a functorial morphism n^: *B->h B Take any (X 9 cy)eS3. Let (/: 3^->5, &) be the local modular family of (X 9 co). Then •^i defines a unique morphism r x : S-^B l associated to (/, &). We shall show that T I factors through p(f 9 CD) : S-+S. Take any automorphism (h, h) of (/, co) as in (t). This then defines an isomorphism over S of (/, &) and the pull-back A*(/, &>) of (/, S) by h. Since the universal map associated to A*(/, S) is z-jA, we must have r 1 h=T 1 . Our assertion thus follows, (/z, A) being arbitrary. [30] .
We also prove the next result concerning a jumping phenomenon of complex structures, which is actually an application of Theorem 1. We are interested in the coarse moduli space for non-algebraic manifolds. Typical examples of such are complex tori and K3 surfaces. In these case the coarse moduli space can be obtained directly by considering the period maps. Let %JI T = {(X 9 <y); X is a complex torus} and *$1 K ={(X, cy); X is a K3 surface} . Then 9Jt r and *$$1 K are union of connected components of SI in Theorem. In this section we shall give a rather explicit description of the structure of the corresponding moduli spaces 9Jl r and 2Jt# by summarizing the known results on these spaces. Then F Q is a discrete subgroup of G Q so that its action on D Q is properly discontinuous. Hence M Q :=DQ/r Q is naturally a normal analytic space.
Let O be the set of all nondegenerate skew-symmetric bilinear forms on Remark 9. In Propositions 14 and 15 -T is countable so that for 'general' QeD (resp. o>e K), the corresponding T 0 (resp. rj reduces to the identity and hence M Q^Hn (resp. M W^DIV ). In particular there is no analytic compactification of M Q or M w in contrast to the algebraic case where the Baily-Borel compactification is available.
